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Please submit complete ADOS applications as 1 PDF to usaf.jbanafw.ngb-hr.mbx.HR-ADOS@mail.mil 
 

 

If unable to encrypt or the application is over 4MB, please forward via https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/ 

to the above address 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER: 19-046 

CLOSE OUT DATE: Open until Filled 

POSITION TITLE:  Innovative Readiness Training Civil Engineering Project 

manager         

 

POSITION INFORMATION:  Length: Available - Tour intent is multiple years. ADOS,       

Title 10 -    12301d 
 

 
 

RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT: Lt - Maj 
 

AFSC REQUIREMENT: 32EX 
 

LOCATION: ANGRC Joint Base Andrews, MD 
 

WHO MAY APPLY: Qualified ANG members only 
 

 POC Position: Capt Jason Askins 

 ANG IRT Program Manager 

 DSN: 612-7986 

 Comm: 240-612-7986 

 NIPR:  jason.t.askins.mil@mail.mil 
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Position Description (Duty Description): 

 

Serve as Civil Engineering (CE) Project Manager within NGB/A2/3/6/10XD for Innovative Readiness Training 

(IRT). Position is focused on planning and coordinating engineering training opportunities in support of IRT 

missions. Coordinating with other Service/Component POCs participating in the project and community 

applicants. Position functions as a compliance expert and as Subject Matter Expert for engineering issues within 

the IRT program. Provide CE SME input for ANG integration into joint service IRT plans and operations. 

Participates in working groups within the Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense, supporting efforts to address 

and resolve personnel, logistic and budgetary issues. Assists in the development, implementation, and 

modification of Air National Guard policy and guidance as it relates to and supports IRT. Interact and coordinate 

with other reserve components; ANG; Wing/Units, Public Affairs, JAG, CE, A1, A4, A6, A7, and Finance.  Skill 

in exercising Initiative, judgment, problem solving, meeting short suspenses, and decision-making; developing 

and maintaining effective work environments to achieve goals and objectives. Must possess strong oral/written 

communication skills and ability to research and prepare reports. Promotes effective vertical and horizontal 

communication and optimal information flow. Temporary Duty (TDY) travel may be required 50% of the time. 

Significant travel is a requirement to facilitate liaison relationships within the operational environment with 

regards to training and engineering matters. Certifications in the informatics environment as directed, including 

but not limited to DTS and GKO. Incumbent should bring a broad operational background and strong 

networking and liaison skills. Previous working assignments in domestic training or engineering Operations is 

preferred. 
 


